Small Bowel Obstruction.
The optimal treatment of patients with small bowel obstruction should be predicated upon answering the following diagnostic questions in each patient: 1) does the patient have mechanical bowel obstruction or an ileus?, 2) could the patient have colonic obstruction or a cause of obstruction other than adhesions (eg, hernia, cancer, Crohn's disease)?, 3) is the obstruction partial or complete?, and 4) is strangulation present, and hence immediate operation necessary, or is a period of observation appropriate? The most efficient way to answer these questions in many patients is by performing a careful history and physical examination, laboratory tests, and CT scanning. Surgical intervention should occur within 48 hours of admission in the vast majority of patients with complete small bowel obstruction due to adhesions. The chance for durable endoscopic treatment of any patient with SBO, in our opinion, is remote.